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Historians and Nationalism - Monika Baár
2010-02-25
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Monika Baár examines the work of five
prominent East-Central European historians in
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the 19th century, analyzing and contrasting their
body of work, their promotion of a national
culture, and the contributions they made to
European historiography.
Handbook of Medieval Studies - Albrecht
Classen 2011-01-01
This interdisciplinary handbook provides
extensive information about research in
medieval studies and its most important results
over the last decades. The handbook is a
reference work which enables the readers to
quickly and purposely gain insight into the
important research discussions and to inform
themselves about the current status of research
in the field. The handbook consists of four parts.
The first, large section offers articles on all of
the main disciplines and discussions of the field.
The second section presents articles on the key
concepts of modern medieval studies and the
debates therein. The third section is a lexicon of
the most important text genres of the Middle
Ages. The fourth section provides an
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international bio-bibliographical lexicon of the
most prominent medievalists in all disciplines. A
comprehensive bibliography rounds off the
compendium. The result is a reference work
which exhaustively documents the current status
of research in medieval studies and brings the
disciplines and experts of the field together.
National Romanticism - Balázs Trencsényi
2007-01-10
67 texts, including hymns, manifestos, articles or
extracts from lengthy studies exemplify the
relation between Romanticism and the national
movements in the cultural space ranging from
Poland to the Ottoman Empire. Each text is
accompanied by a presentation of the author,
and by an analysis of the context in which the
respective work was born.The end of the 18th
century and first decades of the 19th were in
many respects a watershed period in European
history. The ideas of the Enlightenment and the
dramatic convulsions of the French Revolution
had shattered the old bonds and cast doubt upon
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the established moral and social norms of the old
corporate society. In culture a new trend,
Romanticism, was successfully asserting itself
against Classicism and provided a new key for a
growing number of activists to 're-imagine' their
national community, reaching beyond the
traditional frameworks of identification (such as
the 'political nation', regional patriotism, or
Christian universalism). The collection focuses
on the interplay of Romantic cultural discourses
and the shaping of national ideology throughout
the 19th century, tracing the patterns of cultural
transfer with Western Europe as well as the
mimetic competition of national ideologies
within the region.
The Sandzak - Kenneth Morrison 2013
One of the few remaining unexamined pieces of
the Balkan jigsaw, the Sandzak is heir to a
complex and contested history. From the
emergence and collapse of the first medieval
Serbian kingdom, through the Ottoman
occupation, the Balkan Wars, the First and
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Second World Wars and the disintegration of
Yugoslavia, the history of Sandzak is one
characterised by tumult and flux. Yet despite the
'Sandzak Question' being the focus of the Great
Powers in the years preceding the First Balkan
War, it remains something of a mystery to both
scholars and students of European history. This
book attempts to demystify the enigma.
Cyril and Methodius of Thessalonica Anthony-Emil N. Tachiaos 2001
"At the height of the tumultuous developments
taking place in Central and Eastern Europe in
the ninth century, two Greek missionaries from
Thessalonica came to the fore. Their work of
acculturation among the Slavs, had far-reaching
and lasting changes upon European life. This
book looks back over the life and work of these
two outstanding figures and analyzes their
ecclesiastical and cultural mission. Their
presence in the Crimea was closely bound up
with several aspects of Byzantium's
ecclesiastical policy and programs of
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acculturation, and also with the Russians' first
encounter with Christianity." "In presenting the
Slavs with an alphabet and the written work, the
brothers transmitted to them the world, and thus
it was in Cyril and Methodius' time, and thanks
to their work, that Great Moravia reached the
height of its vigor and prosperity as a central
European state. The Cyrillo-Methodian tradition
lived on, spreading among the Slavic peoples
and laying the foundation of their spiritual life."-BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by
Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
Ancestral Journeys: The Peopling of Europe from
the First Venturers to the Vikings (Revised and
Updated Edition) - Jean Manco 2016-02-16
“An ambitious and lucid full narrative account of
the peopling of Europe . . . this will undoubtedly
provide a base line for future debates on the
origins of the Europeans.” —J. P. Mallory, author
of In Search of the Indo-Europeans and The
Origins of the Irish Who are the Europeans?
the-early-slavs-culture-and-society-in-early-medieval-eastern-europe

Where did they come from? New research in the
fields of archaeology and linguistics, a revolution
in the study of genetics, and cutting-edge
analysis of ancient DNA are dramatically
changing our picture of prehistory, leading us to
question what we thought we knew about these
ancient peoples. This paradigm-shifting book
paints a spirited portrait of a restless people that
challenges our established ways of looking at
Europe’s past. The story is more complex than at
first believed, with new evidence suggesting that
the European gene pool was stirred vigorously
multiple times. Genetic clues are also enhancing
our understanding of European mobility in
epochs with written records, including the
arrival of the Anglo-Saxons, the spread of the
Slavs, and the adventures of the Vikings. Now
brought completely up to date with all the latest
findings from the fast-moving fields of genetics,
DNA, and dating, Jean Manco’s highly readable
account weaves multiple strands of evidence into
a startling new history of the continent, of
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interest to anyone who wants to truly
understand Europeans’ place in the ancient
world.
The Gates of Europe - Serhii Plokhy 2015-12-01
Ukraine is currently embroiled in a tense battle
with Russia to preserve its economic and
political independence. But today's conflict is
only the latest in a long history of battles over
Ukraine's existence as a sovereign nation. As
award-winning historian Serhii Plokhy argues in
The Gates of Europe, we must examine
Ukraine's past in order to understand its fraught
present and likely future. Situated between
Europe, Russia, and the Asian East, Ukraine was
shaped by the empires that have used it as a
strategic gateway between East and West—from
the Romans and Ottomans to the Third Reich
and the Soviet Union, all have engaged in global
fights for supremacy on Ukrainian soil. Each
invading army left a lasting mark on the
landscape and on the population, making
modern Ukraine an amalgam of competing
the-early-slavs-culture-and-society-in-early-medieval-eastern-europe

cultures. Authoritative and vividly written, The
Gates of Europe will be the definitive history of
Ukraine for years to come.
Slavs in the Making - Florin Curta 2020-09-29
Slavs in the Making takes a fresh look at
archaeological evidence from parts of Slavicspeaking Europe north of the Lower Danube,
including the present-day territories of the
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Belarus,
Ukraine, and Russia. Nothing is known about
what the inhabitants of those remote lands
called themselves during the sixth century, or
whether they spoke a Slavic language. The book
engages critically with the archaeological
evidence from these regions, and questions its
association with the "Slavs" that has often been
taken for granted. It also deals with the
linguistic evidence—primarily names of rivers
and other bodies of water—that has been used to
identify the primordial homeland of the Slavs,
and from which their migration towards the
Lower Danube is believed to have started. It is
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precisely in this area that sociolinguistics can
offer a serious alternative to the language tree
model currently favoured in linguistic
paleontology. The question of how best to
explain the spread of Slavic remains a
controversial issue. This book attempts to
provide an answer, and not just a critique of the
method of linguistic paleontology upon which
the theory of the Slavic migration and homeland
relies. The book proposes a model of
interpretation that builds upon the idea that
(Common) Slavic cannot possibly be the result of
Slavic migration. It addresses the question of
migration in the archaeology of early medieval
Eastern Europe, and makes a strong case for a
more nuanced interpretation of the
archaeological evidence of mobility. It will
appeal to scholars and students interested in
medieval history, migration, and the history of
Eastern and Central Europe.
Edinburgh History of the Greeks, c. 500 to
1050 - Florin Curta 2014-03-24
the-early-slavs-culture-and-society-in-early-medieval-eastern-europe

This volume traces the social, economic and
political history of the Greeks between 500 and
1050.
Becoming Slav, Becoming Croat - Danijel Dzino
2010-08-03
Drawing on the new ways of reading and
studying ancient and early medieval sources,
this book explores the appearance of the Croat
identity in early medieval Dalmatia.
The First World War - Michael Howard
2007-01-25
By the time the First World War ended in 1918,
eight million people had died in what had been
perhaps the most apocalyptic episode the world
had known. This Very Short Introduction
provides a concise and insightful history of the
'Great War', focusing on why it happened, how it
was fought, and why it had the consequences it
did. It examines the state of Europe in 1914 and
the outbreak of war; the onset of attrition and
crisis; the role of the US; the collapse of Russia;
and the weakening and eventual surrender of
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the Central Powers. Looking at the historical
controversies surrounding the causes and
conduct of war, Michael Howard also describes
how peace was ultimately made, and the potent
legacy of resentment left to Germany. ABOUT
THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions
series from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area.
These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to
get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective,
new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting
and challenging topics highly readable.
The Germanic loanwords in Proto-Slavic - Saskia
Pronk-Tiethoff 2013-10-25
This book is a comprehensive study of the
Germanic loanwords in Proto-Slavic. It includes
an investigation of all Germanic words that were
borrowed into Proto-Slavic until its
disintegration in the early ninth century.
Research into the phonology, morphology and
semantics of the loanwords serves as the basis of
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an investigation into the Germanic donor
languages of the individual loanwords. The
loanwords can be shown to be mainly of Gothic,
High German and Low German origin. One of
the aims of the present study is to clarify the
accentuation of Germanic loanwords in ProtoSlavic and to explain how they were adapted to
the Proto-Slavic accentual system. This volume
is of special interest to scholars and students of
Slavic and Germanic historical linguistics,
contact linguistics and Slavic accentology.
Saskia Pronk-Tiethoff’s research focuses on
Slavic historical linguistics and language contact
between Slavic and Germanic. She studied
Slavic languages and cultures and Comparative
Indo-European linguistics at Leiden University,
where she also obtained her doctoral degree.
She currently lives in Zagreb, where she
contributed to the Croatian-Dutch dictionary
(Institute for Croatian Language and
Linguistics), and now contributes to the Croatian
Church Slavic dictionary (Old Church Slavonic
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Institute).
Empires and Indigenes - Wayne E. Lee
2011-06-27
The early modern period (c. 1500–1800) of world
history is characterized by the establishment
and aggressive expansion of European empires,
and warfare between imperial powers and
indigenous peoples was a central component of
the quest for global dominance. From the
Portuguese in Africa to the Russians and
Ottomans in Central Asia, empire builders could
not avoid military interactions with native
populations, and many discovered that imperial
expansion was impossible without the
cooperation, and, in some cases, alliances with
the natives they encountered in the new worlds
they sought to rule. Empires and Indigenes is a
sweeping examination of how intercultural
interactions between Europeans and indigenous
people influenced military choices and strategic
action. Ranging from the Muscovites on the
western steppe to the French and English in
the-early-slavs-culture-and-society-in-early-medieval-eastern-europe

North America, it analyzes how diplomatic and
military systems were designed to accommodate
the demands and expectations of local peoples,
who aided the imperial powers even as they
often became subordinated to them.
Contributors take on the analytical problem from
a variety of levels, from the detailed case studies
of the different ways indigenous peoples could
be employed, to more comprehensive syntheses
and theoretical examinations of diplomatic
processes, ethnic soldier mobilization, and the
interaction of culture and military technology.
Warfare and Culture series Contributors:
Virginia Aksan, David R. Jones, Marjoleine Kars,
Wayne E. Lee, Mark Meuwese, Douglas M.
Peers, Geoffrey Plank, Jenny Hale Pulsipher, and
John K. Thornton
The Avars - Walter Pohl 2018-12-15
The Avars arrived in Europe from the Central
Asian steppes in the mid-sixth century CE and
dominated much of Central and Eastern Europe
for almost 250 years. Fierce warriors and canny
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power brokers, the Avars were more influential
and durable than Attila's Huns, yet have
remained hidden in history. Walter Pohl's epic
narrative, translated into English for the first
time, restores them to their rightful place in the
story of early medieval Europe. The Avars offers
a comprehensive overview of their history,
tracing the Avars from the construction of their
steppe empire in the center of Europe; their
wars and alliances with the Byzantines, Slavs,
Lombards, and others; their apex as the first socalled barbarian power to besiege
Constantinople (in 626); to their fall under the
Frankish armies of Charlemagne and subsequent
disappearance as a distinct cultural group. Pohl
uncovers the secrets of their society,
synthesizing the rich archaeological record
recovered from more than 60,000 graves of the
period, as well as accounts of the Avars by
Byzantine and other chroniclers. In recovering
the story of the fascinating encounter between
Eurasian nomads who established an empire in
the-early-slavs-culture-and-society-in-early-medieval-eastern-europe

the heart of Europe and the post-Roman
Christian cultures of Europe, this book provides
a new perspective on the origins of medieval
Europe itself.
Legitimating the Law - John Phillip Reid
2012-06-15
John Phillip Reid is one of the most highly
regarded historians of law as it was practiced on
the state level in the nascent United States. He
is not just the recipient of numerous honors for
his scholarship but the type of historian after
whom such accolades are named: the John
Phillip Reid Award is given annually by the
American Society for Legal History to the author
of the best book by a mid-career or senior
scholar. Legitimating the Law is the third
installment in a trilogy of books by Reid that
seek to extend our knowledge about the judicial
history of the early republic by recounting the
development of courts, laws, and legal theory in
New Hampshire. Here Reid turns his eye toward
the professionalization of law and the
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legitimization of legal practices in the Granite
State—customs and codes of professional
conduct that would form the basis of judiciaries
in other states and that remain the cornerstone
of our legal system to this day throughout the
US. Legitimating the Law chronicles the
struggle by which lawyers and torchbearers of
strong, centralized government sought to bring
standards of competence to New Hampshire
through the professionalization of the bench and
the bar—ambitions that were fought vigorously
by both Jeffersonian legislators and antiFederalists in the private sector alike, but
ultimately to no avail.
The Archaeology of Early Medieval Poland Andrzej Buko 2008
The first academic book concerning the most
interesting archaeological discoveries of
Medieval date (6th-mid 13th centuries) in
Poland. The book is meant mainly for students,
archaeologists and historians. It will also
interest a wider audience interested in the
the-early-slavs-culture-and-society-in-early-medieval-eastern-europe

history and archaeology of central Europe.
The Unknown Europe - James R. Payton
2021-11-03
The fascinating history of Eastern Europe
includes highs of soaring cultural achievement
and lows of almost unimaginable repression. But
we in the West don’t know much about Eastern
Europe or its history—this book helps us see
why. We got interested when the region became
a threat during the Cold War, but what we
learned focused on the Communist period after
World War II—not Eastern Europe itself or its
deep history, a history that continues to live in
the hearts of its peoples. James Payton offers an
accessible treatment of the history of the region,
an opportunity to learn about Eastern Europeans
as they are. He overviews that story from prehistory to the present, examining eleven turning
points that profoundly shaped Eastern European
history. His treatment considers the
backgrounds to the turning points, the events,
and the long-lasting impacts they had for the
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various Eastern European nations. This helps us
understand how Eastern Europeans themselves
see their history—the “long haul” over the
centuries, with the influence and impact of
events of the sometimes-distant past shaping
how they see themselves, their neighbors, and
their place in the world.
Russia - Philip Longworth 2006-11-28
Through the centuries, Russia has swung
sharply between successful expansionism,
catastrophic collapse, and spectacular recovery.
This illuminating history traces these dramatic
cycles of boom and bust from the late Neolithic
age to Ivan the Terrible, and from the height of
Communism to the truncated Russia of today.
Philip Longworth explores the dynamics of
Russia's past through time and space, from the
nameless adventurers who first penetrated this
vast, inhospitable terrain to a cast of dynamic
characters that includes Ivan the Terrible,
Catherine the Great, and Stalin. His narrative
takes in the magnificent, historic cities of Kiev,
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Moscow, and St. Petersburg; it stretches to
Alaska in the east, to the Black Sea and the
Ottoman Empire to the south, to the Baltic in the
west and to Archangel and the Artic Ocean to
the north. Who are the Russians and what is the
source of their imperialistic culture? Why was
Russia so driven to colonize and conquer? From
Kievan Rus'---the first-ever Russian state, which
collapsed with the invasion of the Mongols in the
thirteenth century---to ruthless Muscovy, the
Russian Empire of the eighteenth century and
finally the Soviet period, this groundbreaking
study analyses the growth and dissolution of
each vast empire as it gives way to the next.
Refreshing in its insight and drawing on a vast
range of scholarship, this book also explicitly
addresses the question of what the future holds
for Russia and her neighbors, and asks whether
her sphere of influence is growing.
The Russian Moment in World History Marshall T. Poe 2011-06-27
Is Russian history one big inevitable failure? The
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Soviet Union's demise and Russia's ensuing
troubles have led many to wonder. But this is to
look through a skewed prism indeed. In this
provocative and elegantly written short history
of Russia, Marshall Poe takes us well beyond the
Soviet haze deep into the nation's fascinating-not at all inevitable, and in key respects
remarkably successful--past. Tracing Russia's
course from its beginnings to the present day,
Poe shows that Russia was the only non-Western
power to defend itself against Western
imperialism for centuries. It did so by building a
powerful state that molded society to its military
needs. Thus arose the only non-Western path to
modern society--a unique path neither
"European" nor "Asian" but, most aptly,
"Russian." From the fifteenth to the eighteenth
centuries, Russia prevailed despite unparalleled
onslaughts by powerful Western armies.
However, while Europe nurtured limited
government, capitalism, and scientific and
cultural revolution, early Russian society
the-early-slavs-culture-and-society-in-early-medieval-eastern-europe

cultivated autocracy and command economics.
Both Europe and Russia eventually created
modern infrastructures, but the European model
proved more productive and powerful. The postWorld War I communist era can be seen as a
natural continuation of Russia's autocratic past
that, despite its tragic turns, kept Russia
globally competitive for decades. The Russian
moment in world history thus began with its first
confrontations with Europe in the fifteenth
century, and ended in 1991 with the Soviet
collapse. Written with verve and great insight,
The Russian Moment in World History will be
widely read and vigorously debated by those
who seek a clear and unequivocal understanding
of the complex history that has made Russia
what it is today.
The Early Slavs - Paul M. Barford 2001
During the early medieval period the Slavs
expanded from their original homeland to
colonize vast areas and to found most of the
modern nations in Eastern Europe. With first12/22
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hand knowledge of the archaeology and other
sources, the author creates a vivid picture of
daily life in early medieval Eastern Europe from
the early fifth to the end of the tenth century AD,
a period of profound transformation. The final
chapter sets the early medieval developments
into the perspective of the history and culture of
modern Europe. A series of specially compiled
maps chart the main cultural changes taking
place over six centuries in this relatively
unknown part of Europe.
Histories of Archaeology - Tim Murray
2008-09-04
In recent years there has been an upsurge of
interest in the history of the discipline of
archaeology. Local, national, and international
histories of archaeology that deal with
institutions, concepts, categories, and the social
and political contexts of archaeological practice
have begun to influence the development of
archaeological theory. This volume contributes
to these developments by reprinting 19
the-early-slavs-culture-and-society-in-early-medieval-eastern-europe

significant papers. Spanning much of the last
200 years and global in coverage and outlook,
the papers provide a thorough grounding in the
historiography of archaeology, and will enhance
understanding of the origins and growth of its
theory and practice. A general introduction
which is itself a contribution to historiography
orients readers by outlining core themes and
issues in the field.
A People Born to Slavery" - Marshall T. Poe
2002-01-01
Many Americans and Europeans have for
centuries viewed Russia as a despotic country in
which people are inclined to accept suffering
and oppression. What are the origins of this
stereotype of Russia as a society fundamentally
apart from nations in the West, and how
accurate is it? In the first book devoted to
answering these questions, Marshall T. Poe
traces the roots of today's perception of Russia
and its people to the eyewitness descriptions of
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century European
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travelers. His fascinating account—the most
complete review of early modern European
writings about Russia ever undertaken—explores
how the image of "Russian tyranny" took hold in
the popular imagination and eventually became
the basis for the notion of "Oriental Despotism"
first set forth by Montesquieu. Poe, the
preeminent scholar of these valuable primary
sources, carefully assesses their reliability. He
argues convincingly that although the foreigners
exaggerated the degree of Russian "slavery,"
they accurately described their encounters and
correctly concluded that the political culture of
Muscovite autocracy was unlike that of
European kingship. With his findings, Poe
challenges the notion that all Europeans
projected their own fantasies onto Russia.
Instead, his evidence suggests that many early
travelers produced, in essence, reliable
ethnographies, not works of exotic
"Orientalism."
Slavic Review - 2002
the-early-slavs-culture-and-society-in-early-medieval-eastern-europe

"American quarterly of Soviet and East
European studies" (varies).
Migration Histories of the Medieval Afroeurasian
Transition Zone - Johannes Preiser-Kapeller
2020
"The transition zone between Africa, Asia and
Europe was the most important intersection of
human mobility in the medieval period. The
present volume for the first time systematically
covers migration histories of the regions
between the Mediterranean and Central Asia
and between Eastern Europe and the Indian
Ocean in the centuries from Late Antiquity up to
the early modern era. Within this framework,
specialists from Byzantine, Islamic, Medieval
and African history provide detailed analyses of
specific regions and groups of migrants, both
elites and non-elites as well as voluntary and
involuntary. Thereby, also current debates of
migration studies are enriched with a new
dimension of deep historical time. Contributors
are: Alexander Beihammer, Lutz Berger, Florin
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Curta, Charalampos Gasparis, George Hatke,
Dirk Hoerder, Johannes Koder, Johannes PreiserKapeller, Lucian Reinfandt, Youval Rotman,
Yannis Stouraitis, Panayiotis Theodoropoulos,
and Myriam Wissa"-Russia - Christopher J. Ward 2021-07-21
This lucid account of Russian and Soviet history
presents major trends and events from Kievan
Rus’ to Vladimir Putin’s presidency in the
twenty-first century. Directly addressing
controversial topics, this book looks at issues
such as the impact of the Mongol conquest, the
paradoxes of Peter the Great, the “inevitability”
of the 1917 Revolution, the Stalinist terror, and
the Gorbachev reform effort. This new ninth
edition has been updated to include a discussion
of Russian participation in the War in Donbas,
eastern Ukraine, Russia’s role in the Syrian civil
war, the rise of opposition figure Alexei Navalny,
Vladimir Putin’s confirmation as “president for
life,” recent Russian relations with the United
States, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
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(NATO), and the European Union as well as
contemporary social and cultural trends.
Distinguished by its brevity and supplemented
with substantially updated suggested readings
that feature new scholarship on Russia and a
thoroughly updated index, this essential text
provides balanced coverage of all periods of
Russian history and incorporates economic,
social, and cultural developments as well as
politics and foreign policy. Suitable for
undergraduates as well as the general reader
with an interest in Russia, this text is a concise,
single volume on one of the world’s most
significant lands.
A Companion to Russian History - Abbott
Gleason 2014-01-28
This companion comprises 28 essays by
international scholars offering an analytical
overview of the development of Russian history
from the earliest Slavs through to the present
day. Includes essays by both prominent and
emerging scholars from Russia, Great Britain,
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the US, and Canada Analyzes the entire sweep of
Russian history from debates over how to
identify the earliest Slavs, through the Yeltsin
Era, and future prospects for post-Soviet Russia
Offers an extensive review of the medieval
period, religion, culture, and the experiences of
ordinary people Offers a balanced review of both
traditional and cutting-edge topics,
demonstrating the range and dynamism of the
field
Ancient West & East - G.R. Tsetskhladze
2021-11-08
The Making of the Slavs - Florin Curta
2007-04-30
This book offers a new approach to the problem
of Slavic ethnicity in southeastern Europe
between c. 500 and c. 700. The author shows
how Byzantine authors "invented" the Slavs, in
order to make sense of political and military
developments taking place in the Balkans.
Making extensive use of archaeology to show
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that such developments resulted in the rise of
powerful leaders, responsible for creating group
identities and mobilizing warriors for successful
raids across the frontier. The author rejects the
idea of Slavic migration, and shows that "the
Slavs" were the product of the frontier.
The Origins of the Slavic Nations - Serhii
Plokhy 2006-09-07
This book documents developments in the
countries of eastern Europe, including the rise of
authoritarian tendencies in Russia and Belarus,
as well as the victory of the democratic 'Orange
Revolution' in Ukraine, and poses important
questions about the origins of the East Slavic
nations and the essential similarities or
differences between their cultures. It traces the
origins of the modern Russian, Ukrainian and
Belarusian nations by focusing on pre-modern
forms of group identity among the Eastern Slavs.
It also challenges attempts to 'nationalize' the
Rus' past on behalf of existing national projects,
laying the groundwork for understanding of the
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pre-modern history of Russia, Ukraine and
Belarus. The book covers the period from the
Christianization of Kyivan Rus' in the tenth
century to the reign of Peter I and his
eighteenth-century successors, by which time
the idea of nationalism had begun to influence
the thinking of East Slavic elites.
The Early Slavs - Pavel Dolukhanov 2014-07-10
The history of the early Slavs is a subject of
renewed interest and one which is highly
controversial both politically and historically.
This pioneering text reviews the latest
archaelogical (and other) evidence concerning
the first settlers, their cultural identities and
their relationship with their modern successors.
Dr Dolukhanov explores the various
historiographical debates before offering his
own interpretations.
The European Iron Age - John Collis
2003-09-16
This ambitious study documents the underlying
features which link the civilizations of the
the-early-slavs-culture-and-society-in-early-medieval-eastern-europe

Mediterranean - Phoenician, Greek, Etruscan
and Roman - and the Iron Age cultures of central
Europe, traditionally associated with the Celts. It
deals with the social, economic and cultural
interaction in the first millennium BC which
culminated in the Roman Empire. The book has
three principle themes: the spread of ironworking from its origins in Anatolia to its
adoption over most of Europe; the development
of a trading system throughout the Mediterrean
world after the collapse of Mycenaean Greece
and its spread into temperate Europe; and the
rise of ever more complex societies, including
states and cities, and eventually empires. Dr
Collis takes a new look at such key concepts as
population movement, diffusion, trade, social
structure and spatial organization, with some
challenging new views on the Celts in particular.
Venice and the Slavs - Larry Wolff 2001
This book studies the nature of Venetian rule
over the Slavs of Dalmatia during the eighteenth
century, focusing on the cultural elaboration of
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an ideology of empire that was based on a
civilizing mission toward the Slavs. The book
argues that the Enlightenment within the
Adriatic Empire of Venice was deeply
concerned with exploring the economic and
social dimensions of backwardness in Dalmatia,
in accordance with the evolving distinction
between Western Europe and Eastern
Europe across the continent. It further argues
that the primitivism attributed to Dalmatians by
the Venetian Enlightenment was fundamental to
the European intellectual discovery of the Slavs.
The book begins by discussing Venetian literary
perspectives on Dalmatia, notably the drama of
Carlo Goldoni and the memoirs of Carlo Gozzi. It
then studies the work that brought the subject of
Dalmatia to the attention of the European
Enlightenment: the travel account of the Paduan
philosopher Alberto Fortis, which was translated
from Italian into English, French, and German.
The next two chapters focus on the Dalmatian
inland mountain people called the Morlacchi,
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famous as savages throughout Europe in the
eighteenth century. The Morlacchi are
considered first as a concern of Venetian
administration and then in relation to the
problem of the noble savage,
anthropologically studied and poetically
celebrated. The book then describes the meeting
of these administrative and philosophical
discourses concerning Dalmatia during the final
decades of the Venetian Republic. It concludes
by assessing the legacy of the Venetian
Enlightenment for later perspectives on
Dalmatia and the South Slavs from Napoleonic
Illyria to twentieth-century Yugoslavia.
Interpreting Emotions in Russia and
Eastern Europe - Mark D. Steinberg
2011-06-01
Byzantium and the Slavs - Dimitri Obolensky
1994
The essays which comprise this book aim to
identify and discuss aspects of the Byzantium
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heritage, whose principal beneficiaries were the
Greeks, the Slavs and, most prominently, Russia.
These 12 studies divide into three groups: the
first is concerned with general aspects of SlavoByzantine relations; the second deals with the
specific features of the acculturation process;
and the third, which includes among others
Russia's Byzantine Heritage is concerned with
the contacts between Byzantium and medieval
Russia.
With Their Backs to the Mountains - Paul
Robert Magocsi 2015-11-30
With Their Backs to the Mountains is the history
of a stateless people, the Carpatho-Rusyns, and
their historic homeland, Carpathian Rus’,
located in the heart of central Europe. A little
over 100,000 Carpatho-Rusyns are registered in
official censuses but their number could be as
high as 1,000,000, the greater part living in
Ukraine and Slovakia. The majority of the
diaspora—nearly 600,000—lives in the US. At
present, when it is fashionable to speak of
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nationalities as “imagined communities” created
by intellectuals or elites who may or may not live
in the historic homeland, Carpatho-Rusyns
provide an ideal example of a people made—or
some would say still being made—before our
very eyes. The book traces the evolution of
Carpathian Rus’ from earliest prehistoric times
to the present, and the complex manner in which
a distinct Carpatho-Rusyn people, since the midnineteenth century, came into being,
disappeared, and then re-appeared in the wake
of the revolutions of 1989 and the collapse of
Communist rule in central and eastern Europe.
To help guide the reader further there are 39
text inserts, 34 detailed maps, plus an annotated
discussion of relevant books, chapters, and
journal articles.
Down to Earth - Ted Steinberg 2002-05-09
In this ambitious and provocative text,
environmental historian Ted Steinberg offers a
sweeping history of our nation--a history that, for
the first time, places the environment at the very
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center of our story. Written with exceptional
clarity, Down to Earth re-envisions the story of
America "from the ground up." It reveals how
focusing on plants, animals, climate, and other
ecological factors can radically change the way
that we think about the past. Examining such
familiar topics as colonization, the industrial
revolution, slavery, the Civil War, and the
emergence of modern-day consumer culture,
Steinberg recounts how the natural world
influenced the course of human history. From
the colonists' attempts to impose order on the
land to modern efforts to sell the wilderness as a
consumer good, the author reminds readers that
many critical episodes in our history were, in
fact, environmental events. He highlights the
ways in which we have attempted to reshape and
control nature, from Thomas Jefferson's
surveying plan, which divided the national
landscape into a grid, to the transformation of
animals, crops, and even water into
commodities. The text is ideal for courses in
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environmental history, environmental studies,
urban studies, economic history, and American
history. Passionately argued and thoughtprovoking, Down to Earth retells our nation's
history with nature in the foreground--a
perspective that will challenge our view of
everything from Jamestown to Disney World.
Children of Rus' - Faith Hillis 2013-11-27
In Children of Rus’, Faith Hillis recovers an all
but forgotten chapter in the history of the tsarist
empire and its southwestern borderlands. The
right bank, or west side, of the Dnieper
River—which today is located at the heart of the
independent state of Ukraine—was one of the
Russian empire’s last territorial acquisitions,
annexed only in the late eighteenth century. Yet
over the course of the long nineteenth century,
this newly acquired region nearly a thousand
miles from Moscow and St. Petersburg
generated a powerful Russian nationalist
movement. Claiming to restore the ancient
customs of the East Slavs, the southwest’s
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Russian nationalists sought to empower the
ordinary Orthodox residents of the borderlands
and to diminish the influence of their nonOrthodox minorities. Right-bank Ukraine would
seem unlikely terrain to nourish a Russian
nationalist imagination. It was among the
empire’s most diverse corners, with few of its
residents speaking Russian as their native
language or identifying with the culture of the
Great Russian interior. Nevertheless, as Hillis
shows, by the late nineteenth century, Russian
nationalists had established a strong foothold in
the southwest’s culture and educated society; in
the first decade of the twentieth, they secured a
leading role in local mass politics. By 1910, with
help from sympathetic officials in St. Petersburg,
right-bank activists expanded their sights
beyond the borderlands, hoping to spread their
nationalizing agenda across the empire.
Exploring why and how the empire’s
southwestern borderlands produced its most
organized and politically successful Russian
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nationalist movement, Hillis puts forth a bold
new interpretation of state-society relations
under tsarism as she reconstructs the role that a
peripheral region played in attempting to define
the essential characteristics of the Russian
people and their state.
Fortified Settlements in Early Medieval Europe Neil Christie 2016-08-31
Twenty-three contributions by leading
archaeologists from across Europe explore the
varied forms, functions and significances of
fortified settlements in the 8th to 10th centuries
AD. These could be sites of strongly martial
nature, upland retreats, monastic enclosures,
rural seats, island bases, or urban nuclei. But
they were all expressions of control - of states,
frontiers, lands, materials, communities - and
ones defined by walls, ramparts or enclosing
banks. Papers run from Irish cashels to Welsh
and Pictish strongholds, Saxon burhs, Viking
fortresses, Byzantine castra, Carolingian
creations, Venetian barricades, Slavic
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strongholds, and Bulgarian central places, and
coverage extends fully from north-west Europe,
to central Europe, the northern Mediterranean
and the Black Sea. Strongly informed by recent
fieldwork and excavations, but drawing also
where available on the documentary record, this
important collection provides fully up-to-date
reviews and analyses of the archaeologies of the
distinctive settlement forms that characterized
Europe in the Early Middle Ages.
Modern Paganism in World Cultures - Michael
Strmiska 2005
The most comprehensive study available of neopagan religious movements in North America
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and Europe. * Photographs of neo-pagan leaders,
practitioners, and rituals, along with maps of
areas where various religions are practiced *
Contributions from an international team of
scholars provides insight into belief systems and
cultural influences
Sources of Slavic Pre-Christian Religion 2020-10-12
In Sources of Slavic Pre-Christian Religion Juan
Antonio Álvarez-Pedrosa presents all known
medieval texts that provide us with information
about the religion practiced by the Slavs before
their Christianization.
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